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Abstract

The seed funding is the first official equity funding stage for startups and arguably the most crucial for those in
the healthcare space given the high barriers to entry that they face. Private equity plays a pivotal role in funding
healthcare startups, especially in the seed-stage to get them off the ground. However, there is not much infor-
mation in literature regarding the factors driving their investments due to risk of exposing their play-books to
competitors. This paper proposes a novel Machine Learning driven approach to analyzing and evaluating these
factors. Our analysis will make use of investment data from Crunchbase pertaining to seed-stage healthcare
startups headquartered in the United States to train Gradient Boosted Decision Trees, which are human-
interpretable Machine Learning models. SHapley Additive exPlanations, which is a technique for probing such
Machine Learning models, will then be applied to the trained Gradient Boosted Decision Trees both at a global
scale (top and bottom 100 companies by total funding raised) and at a local scale (top and bottom 3 companies
by total funding raised) to reveal insights into the factors that drove private equity investments at these compa-
nies. The code is available on GitHub: https://github.com/sharanramjee/healthcare-vc-shap.

1 Introduction

The seed funding [1] is the first official equity funding stage for startups. It represents the first official money that a business
enterprise raises to finance its first steps, from market research to product development. When it comes to startups in the
healthcare space, the seed funding round is arguably the most crucial [2] due to the high barriers to entry that they face, from
filing patents to extensive periods of drug development and testing. Private equity, in particular, Venture Capitalists (VCs) and
Angel investors, play a pivotal role in financing these expenses in order to get these healthcare startups off the ground [3]. That
being said, there is not much information in literature regarding the factors driving their investments due to risk of exposing their
play-books to competitors.

This paper proposes a Machine Learning (ML) driven approach to better understand these private equity investment patterns in
seed-stage healthcare startups. ML algorithms are often better than humans at modeling and predicting the outcome of certain
tasks. In such cases, ML model explainability methods can be used to probe these models as a means of gaining insights into the
factors driving the decisions taken by these models [4]. The goal of this paper is to make use of such ML model explainability
methods to perform an analysis of these private equity investment patterns in order to gain insights into the factors that drive
these investments in seed-stage healthcare startups. The analysis in this paper will be performed in two steps: (1) Training an ML
model (Gradient Boosted Decision Trees) on a dataset consisting of private equity investments, and (2) Using an ML model
explainability method (SHapley Additive exPlanations) to understand the decisions taken by the ML model. SHapley Additive
exPlanations will be applied to perform both a global analysis and a local analysis where the global analysis will reveal insights
on the primary factors driving investment decisions for the top and bottom 100 companies by total funding raised whereas the
local analysis will perform a deeper dive into these factors for the top and bottom 3 companies by total funding raised.

2 Related Works

There are several related works available in literature that approach the task of predicting private equity funding in startups
using ML. However, each of these papers approach the same task from different perspectives and only a few of them focus on
seed-stage healthcare startups headquartered in the United States. Even fewer of these papers make use human-interpretable
non-black-box ML models to reveal insights into the predictions made by these models. As for the papers that do, these insights
have not been explicitly examined in their respective papers out of fear of revealing their play-books to competitors. Finally,
none of the papers make use of ML explainability methods such as SHapley Additive exPlanations to capture, rank, and analyze
these investment characteristics in a systematic manner.
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The papers by Ünal et al.[5], Dellermann et al.[6], and Ross et al.[7] all make use of an ML model to predict whether or not a
startup will successfully exit. While the three papers share similar goals to those of this paper, they differ from our goals in
significant ways. All three papers use complex ML models such as neural networks to make predictions as to whether or not a
startup will exit (either through an IPO or an acquisition), which is a classification task. The goal of this paper, however, is to use
a more human-interpretable tree-based ML model such as Gradient Boosted Decision Trees to reveal insights into the prediction
of the total funding received by companies, which is a regression task. Furthermore, the analysis of the former two papers is
limited to unicorns, which are startups with a post-money valuation of $1 billion or more whereas the goal of our paper is to
focus on seed-stage startups, where private equity investment patters may greatly differ.

The paper by Shrivastava [8] is more aligned with the goals of this paper in the sense that it makes use of a tree-based ML
algorithm to predict the investment performance of private equity funding. In particular, the paper uses the Random Forest
algorithm to predict the performance of the investments of 500 VCs using a dataset collected from LinkedIn and achieves a test
set accuracy of 83.6%. It is important to note that the paper evaluates the post-money performance of private equity investments
to observe and evaluate whether these investments were profitable or not, which is a distinct goal from our paper. Furthermore,
the paper fails to perform an analysis of the factors that affected the profitability of these private equity investments and is merely
a tool to evaluate the performance of investments once they have already been made.

The paper by Wu et al.[9] corroborates the approach used in this paper: using ML to reveal insights into private equity investment
patters for seed-stage startups. The paper makes use of more than 30,000 data samples collected from several sources such
as Crunchbase, Mattermark, and PitchBook to train an ML model to predict whether or not a startup made it to the Series-A
round. The paper then explores 400 characteristics of each of the successful deals to finally identify the 20 most important
characteristics of seed-stage investments that were most predictive of future success. While the paper uses a similar approach
to the one used in this paper at a higher scale (30,000 vs 1,000 deals), it suffers from several drawbacks. Primarily, it fails to
examine these important characteristics in the paper, again, out of fear of revealing these insights to competitors. Finally, the
analysis is too broad and focuses on all seed-stage startups across the world, where the investment characteristics may greatly
differ from those of seed-stage healthcare startups headquartered in the United States.

3 Dataset

The dataset that is used for our analysis is collected from Crunchbase [10], which is a platform that hosts business and investment
data on private and public companies. Given that new company data is added to Crunchbase every day, the dataset was collected
in May 2022 in order to observe more recent and up-to-date results. Furthermore, given the sheer vastness of data available
(1,000,000+ companies), the analysis is limited to seed-stage healthcare companies headquartered in the United States, which
leaves us with 5,106 companies. Finally, given the Crunchbase data export constraints, data on only 1,000 companies could be
successfully exported. Here, a random train-test set split of 90-10 is applied i.e. 10% (100 instances) of the dataset is used as the
test set for the analysis. The dataset contains 1 output feature (total funding amount raised) and 180 input features comprising of
all company information accessible on Crunchbase: basic information, schools, industries, team, funding, investors, mergers and
acquisitions, events, web traffic, active products, patents, and trademarks. Additional data such as post-money valuation, while
available, is not included due to obvious correlation (that will negatively influence the ML model explanations) with the total
funding raised during the seed round.

Finally, the dataset is pre-processed to be fed into the ML prediction pipeline. Numeric features are encoded as floating-point
values and strings are encoded as one-hot floating-point values. While encoding strings as one-hot values (create separate features
for different strings) as opposed to categorical values (create different values under the same feature for different strings) makes
the ML explanations less human-interpretable, it enables the ML model to capture patterns pertaining to the same feature in a
more uncorrelated manner, thus, allowing for improved performance [11]. This form of feature encoding is especially relevant
in the case of Gradient Boosted Decision Trees, where the algorithm takes advantage of uncorrelated features to form the tree
splits [12]. Feature values missing for certain instances in the dataset are replaced with either 0s or the means/averages of the
remaining values in the corresponding features. The choice of replacing missing values with either 0s or the corresponding
means was made depending on what is appropriate for the feature. For instance, it makes more sense to replace the missing
values for the Number of Active Products feature with 0s whereas it makes more sense to replace the missing values for
the Website Average Visits (6 months) feature with the means.

4 Model

Supervised ML algorithms can be categorized as either regression or classification algorithms [13]. Regression refers to predicting
a continuous output value whereas classification refers to predicting a discrete output value among a set of classes. Given that
the output in our task is the prediction of the total funding received by a company (continuous variable), the ML model was
structured as a regression model. The option to bucket the output value into discrete classes and structure the ML model as a
classification model was available [14]. However, this design choice was not made due to the goal of our ML explainability
analysis: we want to gain insights into the factors driving funding amounts up or down, not from one class to another.
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There are several evaluation metrics that are suitable for regression tasks [15] : Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). In all cases, a lower metric score (lower error) is better. MSE is typically used
in most regression tasks and serves as a better metric for scoring the performance of ML algorithms because it amplifies smaller
errors, thus allowing for better error correction when training the ML algorithm [16]. However, it comes with the caveat that the
errors are squared. In our case, the output is a $ value and as such, the error would be a $2 value, which is not a meaningful
quantity [17]. Similar arguments can be made in the case of RMSE [18]. That being said, the MAE was used as the metric for
evaluating the performance of our ML model. MAE is defined as:

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|

where n is the total number of examples in our dataset (1,000), yi is the ground-truth total funding raised by company i and ŷi is
the predicted total funding raised by company i.

The ML models were created, trained, and evaluated using XGBoost, an ML library that consists of several highly-scalable ML
algorithms [19]. Two types of regression models were considered as suitable candidates for the analysis: Gradient Boosted
Tree Regressor model (xgboost.XGBRegressor) [20] and the Random Forest Regressor model (xgboost.XGBRFRegressor)
[21]. Both ML models are tree-based learning algorithms [22]. Tree-based models, unlike neural network models, are not
black-boxes. This is because tree-based learning algorithms are essentially cascading if-else statements and as such, they
allow us to directly probe into the model, enabling a more human-interpretable investigation of the decisions taken by such
models [23]. Furthermore, empirically speaking, tree-based learning algorithms usually outperform other ML algorithms on
tabular data [24], which is the format of our dataset. The Gradient Boosted Decision Tree model trained on the dataset achieved
a test set MAE of 3152521.54 whereas the Random Forest model trained on the dataset achieved a test set MAE of 3223089.82.
It is important to note that these were the best performances achieved by both ML models after extensive hyperparameter-tuning
performed using a grid search on the model’s corresponding hyperparameters [25]. Given that the Gradient Boosted Decision
Tree model outperformed the Random Forest model, we chose to use the former for our analysis.

5 Technical Approach
The ML explainability method that was used for the analysis is SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [26]. SHAP is based
on the game theoretically optimal Shapley values, which are the average expected marginal contributions of one feature with
respect to the remaining set of features [27]. The SHAP scores outputted by the method are a measure of feature importance,
where features with large absolute SHAP scores are more important in comparison to features with small absolute SHAP scores.
The global importance (i.e. for the entire dataset and not simply a single example) of features were computed by averaging the
absolute SHAP scores per feature across the dataset. The SHAP values are computed as follows:

SHAPfeature(x) =
∑

set:feature∈set

[|set| × F

|set|
]−1[Predictset(x)− Predictset\feature(x)]

One of the advantages of SHAP that makes it an effective tool to probe ML models is that it uniquely satisfies the property of
assumption of independence of features. SHAP enforces this assumption during the computation of feature importance scores to
ensure that the ML model predictions made are a result of causal inference, thereby preventing counter-intuitive explanations
from arising out of correlations among input features or between any of the input features and the output feature [28]. On the
other hand, one of its drawbacks is that it is a reflection of the ML model’s ability to predict the outcome. If the ML algorithm is
unable to model the relationships among the features in order to accurately predict the outcome, then the feature importances
computed using SHAP will also be inaccurate [29]. This is precisely why the dataset was split into a train and test set - the
MAE obtained on the test set is a measure of SHAP’s fidelity, where a lower MAE represents a higher degree of faithfulness in
explaining the model.

6 Analysis
ML explainability methods can be applied at two different levels to analyze the decisions taken by an ML model. The first is
the global level, where the feature importances are computed and averaged with regards to the predictions of the model for
an entire batch of examples [30]. The second is the local level, where the feature importances are computed with regards to
the model’s prediction for a single example [31]. That being said, the analysis of the factors driving investment decisions in
healthcare seed-stage startups is divided into two sections: a global analysis and a local analysis.

6.1 Global Analysis
The global analysis looks at the factors driving the ML model’s predictions from a global perspective in the sense that the
important features driving the ML model’s prediction of the total funding amount raised by a company is collectively analyzed
for the top and bottom 100 companies ranked by total funding amount raised [30]. The top and bottom 100 companies were
chosen as two distinct subsets of the dataset to align the analysis better with our goals - we would like to know why investors
chose to invest more in certain companies over others.
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6.1.1 Top 100 Companies

The 20 most important features that impacted the ML model’s prediction outcome is plotted in figure 1. In other words, these
were the features with the highest average impact on the model output magnitude i.e. mean(|SHAP value|).

Figure 1: The 20 most important features with the highest mean(|SHAP value|) for the top 100 companies

The SHAP values for these 20 most important features is also computed individually for each of the 100 companies and is plotted
in figure 2. In other words, these were the features with the highest impact on the model output magnitude i.e. SHAP value.

Figure 2: The SHAP values for the 20 most important features for the top 100 companies
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Number of Lead Investors We observe that as the Number of Lead Investors increases, so does its feature importance
(SHAP value) and the total funding amount raised by the company. We also observe red points (i.e. companies with high total
funding amounts raised) where the Number of Lead Investors is low. According to the paper by Li et al.[32], the lead
investors play a pivotal role in funding, especially in early-stage startups. They found that the greater the number of lead investors,
and the greater the credibility of the lead investors, the greater the number of followers in the funding round. Furthermore, they
also found that if there are fewer lead investors and they have a higher stake, the fewer the number of followers in the funding
round. Given that we lack more specific data on the investors in our dataset, our approach unfortunately does not incorporate the
credibility/track-record or stake in the company of the investors involved. That being said, their argument supports our results
observed in figure 3 and is essentially what leads to higher funding received by these companies.

Figure 3: SHAP vs feature values of Number of Lead Investors for the top 100 companies

SEMrush - Monthly Rank Change (#) SEMrush is a Software-as-a-Service (Saas) platform that hosts data on keyword
search engine searches and online website rankings (including data on search volume, cost per click, etc.) [33]. The Monthly
Rank Change feature corresponds to how many ranks on average in a month in the context of global website rankings that
the company’s website rank has changes. Positive values indicate that the website grew in popularity. We observe that as a
company’s website grows in popularity, so does its feature importance (SHAP value) and total funding amount raised by the
company. The paper by Chitkara et al.[34] performed an investigation into the importance of web analytics for the success of a
startup business. They found that companies that experience explosive growth in website popularity experience more traction
from potential investors and the popularity of the website, especially for companies that offer internet/online software-based
products, is highly correlated with the success of the companies. Based on our observations, we see that their results substantiate
our results observed in figure 4.

Figure 4: SHAP vs feature values of SEMrush - Monthly Rank Change (#) for the top 100 companies
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Number of Contacts We observe that as the Number of Contacts increases, so does its feature importance (SHAP value)
and the total funding amount raised by the company. The Number of Contacts feature refers to the number of people in the
company that have contact information publicly available on Crunchbase. The paper by Banerji et al.[35] performed a study that
looks at whether or not more well-connected entrepreneurs are more successful. They found that the "social connectedness" of
the founders was the best predictor of the funds raised annually by them for their startups. Furthermore, they found a direct
correlation between the number of Crunchbase connections (and number of LinkedIn followers) of the founders and the money
their companies had raised, especially in the seed-funding rounds. Again, the results of the analysis in their paper supports the
results that we observe here in figure 5.

Figure 5: SHAP vs feature values of Number of Contacts for the top 100 companies

Number of Investors Similar to the case with the Number of Lead Investors, we observe that as the Number of
Investors increases, so does its feature importance (SHAP value) and the total funding amount raised by the company.
Furthermore, we observe a number of red points (i.e. companies with high total funding amounts raised) where the Number of
Investors is low. We hypothesize that this is the case due to the high investments of extremely wealthy investors or due to the
higher stakes borne by the lead investors in the company. The paper by Nanda et al.[36] examines the role of various stakes that
investments can have on the success of healthcare companies. They found that healthcare companies with a higher number of
investors with a higher degree of diversity have a direct impact on the ability of the company to use these funds to overcome
the high barriers to entry that these companies face. This analysis supports the results we observe here in figure 6. It is worth
noting that this is an obvious result that is derived as a result of the correlation between the Number of Investors and the total
funding amount raised. However, due to the causal nature of SHAP (as detailed earlier), we can conclude that this is not the case.

Figure 6: SHAP vs feature values of Number of Investors for the top 100 companies
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Number of Employees 501-1000 The Number of Employees feature was one-hot encoded after forming buckets during
the dataset pre-processing step of our analysis. Here, Number of Employees 501-1000 is the largest bucket and can take on
values of either 0 (the company has less than 501 employees) or 1 (the company has 501-1000 employees). We observe that
companies that are large enough to have 501-1000 employees have a higher feature importance (SHAP value) and a higher total
funding amount raised. The paper by Foster et al.[37] evaluates the amount of money early-stage startups receive in the context
of their growth and management control systems adoption. They found that companies that have a more systematic management
control system in place early on tend to attract more employees, which in turn, allows for them to achieve a "hyper-growth"
phase where the company grows rapidly during its early stages. This, combined with a myriad of other factors, tends to bring in
more investments from private equity investors and supports the results we observe here in figure 7.

Figure 7: SHAP vs feature values of Number of Employees 501-1000 for the top 100 companies

IPqwery - Patents Granted IPqwery is a SaaS platform that provides an online software service to query and investigate the
intellectual property holdings of companies [38]. The Patents Granted feature corresponds to the patents that have been filed,
approved, and granted by the United States Patent and Trademark office. We observe that as the number of Patents Granted
increased, the feature importance (SHAP value) and the total funding amount raised increases. The paper by Conti et al.[39]
examined the use of patents as signals for startup financing where they construct a model where technology startups use the
number of patents they file as a signal for private equity investors. They found that companies with more patents granted tend to
attract more traction with such investors and can lead to higher investments in the early-stages of the startup, especially in the
field of healthcare. It is worth noting that the reverse is also true: healthcare startups that receive more funding have the money to
hire more intellectual property lawyers and file more patents and as such, the number of patents granted is and an important
indicator of the success that these companies achieve. Again, their investigation supports the results we observe here in figure 8.

Figure 8: SHAP vs feature values of IPqwery - Patents Granted for the top 100 companies
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Industry Groups Energy Similar to the case with the Number of Employees feature, the Industry Groups feature was
also one-hot encoded during the dataset pre-processing step of our analysis. Here, the Industry Groups Energy feature
can take on a value of either 0 (the company does not belong to the energy industry) or 1 (the company belongs to the energy
industry). Upon further examination of this feature, we see that these companies primarily work on energy-efficient medical
devices such as wearables and implants. We observe that healthcare companies that work in the energy space have a higher
feature importance (SHAP value) and a higher total funding amount raised. The paper by Kivisaari et al.[40] examines the
private equity investment trends in the medical device healthcare sector. They found that companies working on medical devices
raised a total of over $80 billion in 2020, which was a sixfold increase from the money raised by such companies in 2019. The
medical device space is growing rapidly with new startups emerging and increasing amounts of private equity funding that is
being raised and the results of their analysis support the results we observe here in figure 9.

Figure 9: SHAP vs feature values of Industry Groups Energy for the top 100 companies

Headquarters Location Massachusetts Again, similar to the Industry Groups feature, the Headquarters Location
feature was also one-hot encoded during the dataset pre-processing step of our analysis. Here, the Headquarters Location
Massachusetts feature can take on a value of either 0 (company is not headquartered in Massachusetts) or 1 (company is
headquartered in Massachusetts). We observe that healthcare companies that are headquartered in Massachusetts have a higher
feature importance (SHAP value) and a higher total funding amount raised. The paper by Adler-Milstein et al.[41] performs
a survey of Boston, Massachusetts based healthcare startups and the private equity funding they have received in the past
decade. They found that the extremely high concentration of medical institutions, universities, and VCs based-out of Boston
create an environment where healthcare startups can flourish. Several notable healthcare startups that have come out of Boston,
Massachusetts (PathAI, Benchling, etc.) attribute their success to this environment and this corroborates the results that we
observe here in figure 10.

Figure 10: SHAP vs feature values of Headquarters Location Massachusetts for the top 100 companies
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6.1.2 Bottom 100 Companies

The 20 most important features that impacted the ML model’s prediction outcome is plotted in figure 11. In other words, these
were the features with the highest average impact on the model output magnitude i.e. mean(|SHAP value|).

Figure 11: The 20 most important features with the highest mean(|SHAP value|) for the bottom 100 companies

The SHAP values for these 20 most important features is also computed individually for each of the 100 companies and is plotted
in figure 12. In other words, these were the features with the highest impact on the model output magnitude i.e. SHAP value.

Figure 12: The SHAP values for the 20 most important features for the bottom 100 companies
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Given that the goal of our analysis is to gain insights into the factors driving private equity investments in highly successful
companies, we have omitted a deeper dive into the factors influencing these decisions for the bottom 100 companies by total
funding amount raised. That being said, the 20 most important features contributing to the predictions made by the ML model
are highly similar among the top and bottom 100 companies.

6.2 Local Analysis

The local analysis looks at the factors driving the ML model’s predictions from a local perspective in the sense that the important
features driving the ML model’s prediction of the total funding amount raised by a company is individually analyzed for the top
and bottom 3 companies ranked by total funding amount raised [31]. As mentioned earlier, the top and bottom 3 companies were
chosen as two distinct subsets of the dataset to align the analysis better with our goals - we would like to know why investors
chose to invest more in certain companies over others. In each of these cases, we will look at the SHAP force plots to delve
deeper into the factors driving private equity funding either higher (red and to the right) or lower (blue and to the left).

6.2.1 Top 5 Companies

Insightful Science Insightful Science is large-sized healthcare startup headquartered in San Diego, California that focuses on
providing software to support scientists with research procedures. We observe in figure 13 that the funding amount predicted by
our ML model is extremely close to the ground-truth funding amount raised of $100 million and as such, our results have a
high degree of fidelity to them. Furthermore, we observe that the two main factors driving the funding raised higher are the
Number of Employees and the Number of Articles. As examined earlier, large-scale companies that have experienced
"hyper-growth" tend to attract more investment from prospective investors [37]. Furthermore, the high number of articles is an
indication that the company is highly popular as this, again, helps bring in more investors that want to like to turn a profit.

Figure 13: The SHAP force plot for Insightful Science

Avilar Therapeutics Avilar Therapeutics is mid-sized healthcare startup headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts that focuses
on extracellular protein degradation for pharmaceutical purposes. Again, we observe in figure 14 that the funding amount
predicted by our ML model is extremely close to the ground-truth funding amount raised of $60 million and as such, our results
have a high degree of fidelity to them. In comparison to the previous case, we observe that there are lot more factors driving
funding raised higher. Primarily, these are the Monthly Rank Change and the Headquarters Location features. Both of
these features have been examined in detail with regards to the influence they have on the total funding amount raised by
companies. A large proportion of Avilar Therapeutics’ success can be attributed to the high number of extremely well-educated
MD-PhDs that work at the company, most of which come from universities based out of Boston (a simple LinkedIn search
reveals that most of these employees came from Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology). Again, this
supports our earlier analysis of the success of healthcare companies that are based in the highly healthcare and biotechnology
startup focused environment of Boston, Massachusetts [41].

Figure 14: The SHAP force plot for Avilar Therapeutics

Justpoint Justpoint is a small-sized heathcare startup headquartered in New York City, New York that uses AI technology to
search for attorneys to help with litigation for health related injuries (car accident, workplace accident, etc.). Again, we observe
in figure 15 that the funding amount predicted by our ML model is extremely close to the ground-truth funding amount raised of
$58.6 million and as such, our results have a high degree of fidelity to them. We observe that the main features driving funding
raised higher are the Number of Lead Investors, Number of Investors, and the Global Traffic Rank. Justpoint has
a total of 17 investors with 5 lead investors. As examined earlier, having more lead investors take charge of raising capital attracts
a lot of followers, which in turn leads to higher funding raised by companies [32].

Figure 15: The SHAP force plot for Justpoint
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6.2.2 Bottom 5 Companies

Given that most features seen in the case of the top 5 companies drove funding raised higher, we will analyze the bottom 5
companies with a primary focus on analyzing the factors that drive funding raised lower.

Gilead Sciences Gilead Sciences is large-sized healthcare startup headquartered in Foster City, California that provides
biopharmaceutical services for discovering, developing, manufacturing, and commercializing therapies for critical diseases.
We observe in figure 16 that the primary factors driving funding raised lower are the Bounce Rate and the Monthly Rank
Change. The Bounce Rate feature refers to the number of times website access was denied or "bounced" away to another site.
A high Bounce Rate is negative because it can turn away potential investors from learning more about the company, which is
why it is driving funding down in the case of Gilead Sciences.

Figure 16: The SHAP force plot for Gilead Sciences

Parting Pro Parting Pro is a small-sized healthcare startup headquartered in Los Angeles, California that focuses on creating
the best death care experience for families and professionals. We observe in figure 17 that the main factors driving funding raised
lower are the Number of Contacts and the Bounce Rate. Upon a deeper dive into Parting Pro’s Crunchbase profile, we see
that the company has 0 contacts listed. This is a negative factor in influencing the investment decisions made by private equity
investors as it makes it more difficult for potential investors to get in touch with and learn more about the company. Furthermore,
the high Bounce rate, as examined in the case of Gilead Sciences, is also a negative factor for similar reasons.

Figure 17: The SHAP force plot for Parting Pro

Trestle Biotherapeutics Trestle Biotherapeutics is a small-sized heathcare startup headquartered in San Diego, California
that focuses on developing bio-engineered kidneys for patients with kidney diseases. We observe in figure 18 that the primary
factors driving funding raised lower are the Number of Contacts and the 90-day Trend Score. Similar to the case with
Parting Pro, a deeper dive into Trestle Biotherapeutics’ Crunchbase profile reveals that the company has 0 contacts listed, which,
as examined earlier, can negatively influence investment decisions made by potential private equity investors. Furthermore,
the 90-day Trend Score of the company has been negative on average since it was founded in 2020. This has negative
implications for potential investors as it is an indicator of the company’s diminishing popularity.

Figure 18: The SHAP force plot for Trestle Biotherapeutics

7 Discussion

The approach proposed and followed in this paper has several advantages:

1. Data: We make use of highly recent data available on Crunchbase for more up-to-date results.

2. Pre-processing: We make use of the most appropriate feature encoding techniques to get the most out of our features.

3. ML: We make use of Gradient Boosted Decision Trees, which is a tree-based ML model for our analysis. Not only
does the ML model achieve an extremely high performance on our dataset, thus, ensuring a high degree of faithfulness
in our analysis, it also allows for a human-interpretable analysis of the features driving the predictions it makes.

4. SHAP: We make use of SHAP as our ML explainability method in our analysis. SHAP enforces the assumption of
independence of features used in the ML model during the computation of feature importance scores to ensure that the
predictions made are a result of causal inference, thereby preventing counter-intuitive explanations from arising out of
correlations among input features or between any of the input features and the output feature [28].
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On the other hand, our approach also suffers from several disadvantages. Primarily, we lack several important features and
their characteristics that could have been incorporated into the ML model for a more comprehensive analysis. For instance,
the Number of Articles feature can lead to either a positive or negative influence on the decisions made by private equity
investors depending on whether or not these articles about the company were positive or negative. Perhaps for future work, a
Sentiment Analysis model [42] could be used to predict whether or not these articles were positive or negative and incorporated
into the model for improved performance. Another similar example is the lack of information on who the investors in the
companies were. As mentioned earlier, the paper by Li et al.[32] found that the credibility of lead investors directly impacts the
funding a company raises because lead investors with better track-records attract more followers, which in turn, leads to higher
funding received by these companies. This is another direction that can be pursued as future work for this paper. Perhaps another
ML model can be used to predict the credibility score of investors based on their track records and incorporated into the model
for improved performance.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have successfully proposed, implemented, and executed a novel approach to evaluating the investment decisions
made by private equity investors in seed-stage healthcare startups. The approach leverages highly recent investment data from
Crunchbase to train a Gradient Boosted Decision Tree ML model that achieves an impressive performance on the same dataset.
SHapley Additive exPlanations, an ML explainability method is then applied to the ML model in order to probe it and gain
insights into the investment patterns made by private equity investors. Finally, we successfully made use of our approach at both
a global scale (top and bottom 100 companies) and a local scale (top and bottom 3 companies) to delve deeper into the factors
driving these investments and showed that the faithful ML explanations highly corroborate with results found in literature.
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